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Course Grants/Syllabus Workshops
Deadline now May 4, 2017
GUH has extended the application deadline for course
enhancement grant fellowships for faculty teaching graduate or
undergraduate courses on cities and urban life. This
grant program brings together faculty who teach about cities in a
variety of disciplines to workshop syllabi for existing or new
courses. Please submit applications by May 4th. More

New Graduate Certiﬁcate in
Global Urban Humanities
Deadline: Friday, May 12, 2017
UC Berkeley graduate students are invited to apply for the new
Graduate Certiﬁcate in Global Urban Humanities. The Certiﬁcate
provides a framework for the study of cities and urban life that
brings together approaches from many disciplines. Participants
join an active community of scholars and urban practitioners and
artists engaged in developing new methods of research and
teaching. Apply by May 12th. More

Making of the Indignant Citizen: Politics,
Aesthetics, and Housing Rights in Madrid
and Rome
Andreea S. Micu examines the emergence of housing rights
movements in Madrid and Rome. While the two movements
were sparked by different factors, both are fueled by a shared
sense of indignation against regimes of capital accumulation.
This piece is featured in GUH's publication Participatory
Urbanisms, a web publication interrogating the “participatory
turn” in contemporary urban studies, performance studies, and
art practice. More

Exhibition Opening: 9 Ways to Build
Community With Urban Housing
Wednesday, May 10, 6:00PM
SPUR Urban Center
654 Mission Street San Francisco, CA 94105 map
9 Ways to Build Community With Urban Housing, a new
exhibition by David Baker Architects, highlights the importance of
community in shaping how we live. The show is a “suite of
elegant, economical, and human-centric design strategies to
support a high quality of living for residents and neighbors
alike.” More

Course Enhancement Grants for 2017-18
DEADLINE: May 4, 2017 GUH is offering course enhancement grant fellowships for faculty teaching
graduate or undergraduate courses on cities and urban life. The purpose of the workshops is to share
ideas for readings, pedagogical techniques, and approaches across disciplines in order to enhance
teaching about cities and urban life. Detailed application information is available here.

Graduate Certiﬁcate in Global Urban Humanities
DEADLINE: May 12, 2017 GUH invites UC Berkeley graduate students to apply for the Graduate
Certiﬁcate in Global Urban Humanities. Applications received by May 12th will be considered for the
2017-2018 academic year. More

Call for Student Proposals for Interdisciplinary Publications
DEADLINE: September 25, 2017 GUH is offering support for interdisciplinary publications on cities
and urban life. GUH support covers a one-time collection of research, essays, and/or visual materials
around an urban topic or theme that draws on the knowledge of a variety of disciplines. Detailed
application information is available here.

CFP Undergraduate & Graduate Course Grants 2018-20
DEADLINE: October 1, 2017 GUH invites interdisciplinary two-person faculty teams to submit
proposals for two type of courses for the 2018-2020 academic years. The ﬁrst opportunity is for an
undergraduate research studio course on cities and urban experience (at a Bay Area site) that will
combine approaches from the arts and humanities and the environmental design disciplines. The
second opportunity is for a graduate traveling research studio. GUH will sponsor international
research travel by faculty and graduate students to investigate urban form and experience. Proposals
received by October 1st will be considered for the 2018-2020 academic years. More

Princeton-Mellon Initiative Fellowships
The Princeton-Mellon Initiative in Architecture, Urbanism, and the Humanities seeks applications for
visiting faculty and postdoctoral positions. Fellows will focus on Architecture and Humanities or Urban
Adaptation to Climate Change. For Architecture and Humanities applicants taking a sabbatical year,
apply here. For Architecture and Humanities applicants seeking a postdoctoral position, apply here.
For Urban Adaptation to Climate Change applicants taking a sabbatical year, apply here. For Urban
Adaptation to Climate Change applicants seeking a postdoctoral position, please apply here.

For more workshops, CFPs, jobs, and fellowship information, visit our Opportunities page.
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